Conservatively, there are over 100,000 localities in the world waiting for the benefits that electricity can provide, and many of these are in climates where sunshine is plentiful. With these locations in mind a prototype 30-kW hybrid system has been assembled at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) to evaluate the performance, reliability and economics of photovoltaic, diesel and battery energy systems managed by a TRIMODE power converter. In the Power Converter, four IGBT's with an isolation transformer and filter, serve as rectifier and charger to charge the battery from the diesel; as a standalone inverter to convert PV and battery energy to ac; and, as a parallel inverter with the dieselgenerator. Whenever the diesel is supplying the load, an algorithm assures that the diesel is running at maximum efficiency. Test results are showing the feasibility of the TRIMODE Power Converter in multi-sourced, hybrid energy systems.
INTRODUCTION
Cost effective applications of hybrid systems include remote facility power, remote home and village power, and power for dedicated loads such as communications. The hybrid system market is anticipated to be one of the most important growth opportunities for PV for the rest of the decade. [l] Hybrid system design is bounded by economics, electrical performance goals and predetermined needs.
Reducing diesel fuel consumption and engine run time is an economic necessity in countries where oil importation is a critical drain on fi na ncia I resources.
POWER CONVERTER
In 1988 a BIMODE Power Converter that was capable of converting power between a battery and an AC power grid in both directions was introduced. Originally developed for Unintemptible Power Supply (UPS) applications, the BIMODE was soon recognized for its potential in hybrid systems involving diesel engine generators, batteries and renewable energy sources.
[2]
The TRIMODE Power Converter adds to the dual capabilities of charging a battery from a diesel engine generator and inverting battery power to an AC grid. It adds a third mode, operation in parallel with the diesel engine generator, thus completing the functional set needed to optimize the power flow in a hybrid system. The term AC grid is used throughout this paper to refer to local AC distribution systems associated with hybrid applications with diesel-generators.
In Figure 1 , a block diagram of the TRIMODE Power Converter, power flow is shown with solid lines, control with dashed lines, and the open arrows show the direction of power transfer. The three-phase AC grid can be energized either from the diesel engine generator, the three-phase TRIMODE power processor, or both sources.
The upper solid state relay (SSR) is used to direct the diesel-generator power to the load and battery. It is closed only when inverter and diesel-generator synchronization are confirmed.
During these operations, the lower SSR is CLOSED.
With the diesel operating and rated output is sensed by the TRIMODE controller over a few cycles, the TRIMODE will begin to supply supplementary power to the grid through the lower SSR. This controlled SSR acts as the safety device for the battery voltage, diesel voltage, loss of phase lock, and excessive current demand from the TRIMODE. The algorithm that determines how much current to add to the diesel-generator current will be the load current less the diesel generator rated current on a per phase basis.
Operating on a per phase basis has significant advantages in remote village applications since there is a reasonable probability of severe phase imbalance. With the TRIMODE design, the lightly loaded phase will be charging the battery while the heavily loaded phase will be using battery power, thus the load is synthetically transferred from one phase to another. The desirable end result will be load balancing among the phases.
This Phase Load Management algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2 . The diesel engine generator power rating is at the origin in the curve. When the generator power rating exceeds the grid demand power, the battery is charged to achieve full generator power. Operation in this mode is to the right of the origin. When the generator power rating is less than the grid demand power, the TRIMODE transfers from battery charging to inverting and adds power to the grid. Operation in this mode is to the left of the origin.
The Power Processor Controller (PPC) keeps record on the status of the array, the battery, and the diesel engine generator and delivers staNstop commands to the diesel; "warmup complete, generator power ready" signal to the SSR; "anray power available" signal to the MPT; and, "batteiry charged" signal to the TRIMODE. Whenever the diesel is supplying power through the SSR, the TRIMODE automatically goes into the chairger mode.
Interfacing between the PV array and the battery is a DC to DC Maximum Power Tracker (MPT) whose PPC CONTROLLER function is to operate the photovoltaic array a% its maximum power point whenever the battery can accept the power, and to operate as a constant voltage DC power supply at the battery float voltage whenever the battery is fully charged.
Considering the rated power of typical village diesel generators and the broad range of operating voltage for both a photovoltaic array and a lead-acid or NiCad battery, the economics of the system cost can be shown to justify the cost of the MPT. The production selling price of a DC to DC MPT is $0.30
per watt, and its efficiency is 97%. The break even point for the justification of the MPT is an increase in output energy of 7% by operating at the maximum power point rather than at the instantaneous demand voltage of the battery. This analysis takes no credit for the on-off controller that is required to assure that the array can not overcharge the battery. Southem Califomia. Figure 3A shows the actual insolation as measured by a pilot cell, and Figure 38 shows the power delivered to the load by the MPT.
TEST PROGRAM
A BIMODE inverter was tested at SNL as part of the 
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program is designed to improve test guidelines, assist manufacturers by conducting tests too costly for factory testing, and provide acceptance testing. The hybrid test configuration includes a 25-kW polycrystalline PV array, a 300-kWh battery, a 50-kW diesel engine-generator, and resistive, reactive and non-linear loads.
BATTERY CHARGER REFE RENCE POWER SHAVE REFERENCE
An inverter in a village power system must function with loads imposing a wide range of power factor and distortion typical of non-linear loads, while maintaining efficiency, voltage regulation and low distortion. Figure 4 is a plot of measured data for power factor vs efficiency with the output of each phase maintained at approximately 10 kVA.
A critical feature of the TRIMODE design is its ability to make a bumpless transfer without interruption of power to the load when transfemng energy sources. This must be true whether transfemng from the diesel to the inverter or from the inverter to the diesel. Figure 5 shows load being transferred from the diesel to the inverter for phases A and B as recorded at Sandia. During diesel operation, to the let? in Figure 5 , phase A was idle while phase B was battery charging. Both phases transferred without interruption at a negative zero cross. 
